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Phi Beta Mu General Assembly Meeting 

Hilton and Towers Hotel 

Chicago, IL 

December 19, 2013 - 7:45 AM 

 

The meeting was called to order at 8:50 A.M. by President Paul Worosello. 

The invocation was given by Alfred “Buzzy” Green. 

David Lambert, International Secretary, led the group in the reaffirmation of the Oath. 

President Worosello addressed the 52 members present: 

“I would like to thank everyone for rising early this morning for the annual business meeting of 
Phi Beta Mu International. I know how difficult it sometimes is to get up at this hour, especially 
those who have been so busy that you have yet to go to sleep. I know that everyone will want 
to stay for the recognition breakfast immediately following this meeting. There is no cost if you 
are a member of Phi Beta Mu. A guest is $25.00 

Phi Beta Mu embodies three ideals. One is to honor superior achievement. Our fraternity has 
done a great job over the years with recognition of outstanding directors and contributors. The 
International and many state Hall of Fame committees acknowledge the contributions of those 
who have gone before us, whose demand for excellence has created the musical environment 
we enjoy today. 

The value of moral integrity can never be overstated. Thomas Jefferson said, “In matters of 
style, swim with the current; in matters of principle, stand like a rock.” Phi Beta Mu continues 
to embrace those ideals that allow us to become the greatest people we can be, and, more 
importantly, models by example for our students, who themselves are searching for the 
foundation upon which they can build their lives. 

I would like for all chapters and individuals to focus on the third ideal of our fraternity, 
promoting the development of bands. I would like to focus on two possible ideas: 

 - Original compositions – Not only do they add to the repertoire, but   
 the publicity brings this to the attention of the public. 

- Mentoring – I can think of no greater way to promote our profession than sharing what 
one has learned with someone with less experience. The gift you give could be the one 
thing that tips that frustrated and overwhelmed teacher into believing that they  do 
have what it takes to do the job. 
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There are many other ways, but I will leave that to you to create and discover. 

The composer Robert Schuman wrote at the start of one of his compositions “To be played as 
fast as possible.” A few measures later he wrote, “Faster”. It’s human nature to think we are 
giving it our all, only to realize we have not achieved anything near our potential. Isn’t that 
what we do every day with our students? ….Become more involved. Don’t wait until “I have a 
little more time”, or “I need to get in the mood.” How many of you have experienced someone 
asking you if you could do something and thinking, “I just don’t have time?” How many of you 
did it anyway? How many of you discovered you really did have the time? 

You are rarely “in the mood” to clean the workroom. The reality is one just jumps in and does it. 
And when one is done, there is a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment. Time is the most 
precious non-renewable human resource. How we spend our time ultimately defines who we 
are. Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser says, happy people live in a happy world. Sad people live in a sad 
world. And it’s all the same world.” The positive builders and creators have given meaning to 
their lives by how they used their time by serving others. Phi Beta Mu says you will get out of 
the fraternity what you put into it. Invest more in promoting the development of bands.  

And finally, I would like to address the issue of communication. The International Board spent a 
great deal of time yesterday discussing how we can more effectively and efficiently 
communicate with all members of the fraternity. Even though we had the highest participation 
in the voting process last month of any year in recent memory, we still have over 300 members 
that do not have a valid or current email address. It takes at least two individuals for the most 
effective communication to occur. If you have a resource in your state that has access to emails, 
please get that information to me and I will forward it to the people who can use it to 
strengthen our fraternity.” 

Paul asked for all the Chapter Secretaries to stand. He then announced that the Board of PBM 
was looking into the possibility of trying to have more secretaries attend in 2014 and recognize 
them with a small reception. Communication is very important and the chapter secretaries play 
a key role in that communication.  He also indicated that Sheryl Bowhay, Immediate Past 
President, would take on the task of managing the Website content in an effort to make the 
site more relevant to the membership. 

Paul asked David Lambert, International Secretary, to provide his report and the financial 
report.  David had distributed the minutes and the 2012 financial report as reviewed by the 
International Chapter’s accounting firm, Cooper and Deska.  He indicated that the minutes and 
the financial report had been posted on the International Website for some time.  He also 
stated that he would have the 2013 Financial Report posted along with the Minutes from this 
meeting as soon as the accountants had a chance to review our books.  He asked for a motion 
to approve the minutes and the financial report as presented.  Buzzy green made a motion to 
approve and Barbara Lambrecht seconded.  The motion passed. 
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Mr. Lambert said that as of December 15, the International Chapter had approximately $63,000 
in the account.  However, that would change once the bills were paid for the events held in 
conjunction with the Midwest Clinic (Board Meeting, General Assembly Meeting, Awards 
Breakfast, etc.). 

President Worosello then asked for Committee Reports: 

Elva Kay Lance presented the Commission Project Committee Report.  She said that the 
Commission by Mark Camphouse had been performed at the Texas Bandmasters Convention in 
July and was received well with the composer conducting the Dallas Youth Wind Symphony.  
There were 19 chapter who contributed to the project.  The selection is on the Phi Beta Mu 
Web Page and can be heard by anyone wishing to hear it.  It will also be performed by several 
groups at other state conventions in the coming year.    With implementation of electronic 
communication, our account has become large enough for us to continue to pursue projects.  It 
was determined by the board that PBM would try to have a commission each year.  Composers 
selected need to be familiar with the grade level assigned and the final work must have 
teaching/learning opportunities for the performance level for which it is written.  This year’s 
commission will be a grade three.  It was decided to make the offer to Johnnie Vinson.  It is the 
plan of PBM to have a group premier the piece at the 2014 Midwest Clinic.  The fraternity will 
donate a $1000 to help the group performing the work with their expenses.   It was also 
decided to make this a yearly project with varying grade levels of difficulty from grade one to 
grade five.  A grade one selection will be pursued for 2015. 

Outstanding Bandmaster:   Barbara Lambrecht reminded the membership that Mr. James 
Keene was the 2013 Bandmaster of the Year and would be receiving recognition at the Awards 
Breakfast immediately following this meeting.   Paula Crider, Professor Emeriti at The University 
of Texas, has been selected as the Outstanding Bandmaster of the Year for 2014.   

 

 

Cathy Williams presented the report for the Outstanding Contributor to Bands Award.  She 
reminded everyone that this year’s OCB award would be presented to Ken and Yuriko 
Murakami of Brain Music, Tokyo, Japan also at the Awards Breakfast immediately following this 
meeting.   The Outstanding Contributor to Bands for 2014 is Kenneth Neidig, former editor of 
The Instrumentalist. 

 

 

Rodney Bennett presented the Constitution and By Laws Committee report.  Rodney explained 
that this project was planned to be completed last year but was simply too big to accomplish in 
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one year.  The revised Constitution and By Laws had been posted on the web page for 30 days 
prior to the General Assembly Meeting as required.  The membership had been emailed so all 
could review the changes and make suggestions if desired.  Keith Rudloph, Gamma Chapter, 
had sent in several changes that had to do mostly with wording.  He also submitted a 
recommendation to require membership in the state/province’s band/music association, a 
recommendation on the wording for retired members and requiring Chapter meetings should 
be in accordance with the International.  Each of these suggestions was voted on and approved 
as was the overall revision of the Constitution and By-Laws.  Mr. Bennett and his committee 
were congratulated on a terrific job of successfully completing this task. 

 

 

Dwayne Sagen presented the Projects and Objectives Committee Report.  He shared projects 
from Rho Chapter (Alabama), Mu Alpha Chapter (Alberta, Canada), Omicron Chapter 
(Arkansas), Gamma Chapter (Indiana), Kappa Theta Chapter (Minnesota), Nu Chapter 
(Pennsylvania), Eta Chapter (Tennessee) and Alpha Chapter (Texas).  He indicated the common 
thread among all the chapters was mentoring, providing scholarships, and providing clinics at 
their state’s band conferences.  He did indicate that getting chapter secretaries to respond was 
somewhat of a challenge.  He highlighted Alpha Chapter for its work in having the Commission 
work Homage to the Dream by Mark Camphouse performed at the Texas Bandmasters 
Conference in July, 2013.  Alpha Chapter also provided clinics at this conference; one of which 
was a reception “Meet the Legends of Texas Bands”.  This event was an opportunity for young 
teachers to meet and visit with the icons of Texas Bands.   

 

 

Paul Worosello gave a report for the Extension Committee.  Paul has been in contact with Ray 
Laffin, who retired to Arizona from Gamma Chapter, wanting to start a chapter in that state.  
Ray did not know who to contact.  Paul contacted the executive board members of the Arizona 
Band and Orchestra Association but received no response. He remembered that a former Alpha 
Chapter member, Gary Hill, was now at Arizona State, so he contacted him.  Gary knew the 
Immediate Past President of the association, George Hattendorf.  He expressed and interest but 
nothing has happened thus far.  Paul will get Ray Laffin and George Hattendorf together in the 
coming year and turn everything over to Keith Bearden from there.  Hopefully, we will get 
chapter organized in Arizona. 
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Keith Bearden presented the Special Projects Report.  While this project was still in the 
beginning stages with one interview completed (Charles Enloe) with plans to do several more at 
the Midwest Clinic. After exploring several approaches and ways to achieve the goal of 
implementing “Interviews with the Masters”, Keith has purchased a digital recorder which is 
easy to record conversations and download them to a computer for transfer to the website.   
Keith said that every attempt will be made to keep the same basic questions, but there will be 
some variation especially with existing data that might be used for those otherwise 
unavbailable to provide an interview.  Hopefully, we will begin to have interviews posted to the 
web site in the near future. 

 

 

Alfred “Buzzy” Green presented the Newsletter Report.  He recognized David Hill for helping get a 
digital newsletter started.  He also recognized James Slutz who was the original editor of the newsletter.   
Buzzy stated that there had been no News Letter the past year, but it would become a quarterly 
document.  It will be meaningful.  Board members will be contributing articles.  And the membership is 
invited to write articles as well.  It will continue to highlight PBM activities at both the International and 
the chapter level.  Think about articles about mentors.  Don't just think of older people, but consider the 
younger teachers as well who do phenomenal work and could share that knowledge with all of us. 
 
 
  
Mike Townsend gave a report for the Public Relations Committee.  It is called PR but tasks 
included managing the website along with Bob Eklund.  There have been some problems but   the 
missing emails mentioned by President Worosello are not really missing, they just need to be updated.  
Chapter secretaries need to help motivate the members of their chapter to keep their information up to 
date. 
 
He received a number of “how do I do this” requests regarding the website.  He said that he 
worked with Gomez design to make the “Backend of the Web Site” more usable.  He also stated 
that he had composed and distributed to Chapter Secretaries instructions on “How to use the 
Website”.  The last version is posted on the web page under “Forms and Documents” in the 
Members Only Login as a link entitled “Instructions to Chapter Administrators”.  If you have 
problems with the getting on the web page contact David Lambert for assistance 
dlambert55@comcast.net 
 
 
 
Bob Eklund (Webmaster) reported that the website was functioning as it should and the Gomez 
team continued to do a good job in managing the site.  This will become even better as the 
Gomez Team continues to learn who we are and how we operate.  If you or someone that you 
know needs help in updating emails or just general working around the web site, contact him he is 
happy to help.   He stated that the world of electronics is changing we have to change with them.  

mailto:dlambert55@comcast.net
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Facebook is a good example.  If PBM had a wall on Facebook, we might be surprised as to how many 
friends we would have.  It might be something to pursue. 
 
Mr. Eklund spoke to the proposed “Program of Excellence”.   He suggested a review committee 
be established and ask the membership to submit items for consideration as Programs of 
Excellence.  The committee then would select a program.  PBM would present recognition and 
a cash award to help maintain that Program of Excellence.   
 
Paul Worosello added that the idea was to come up with something that would be different 
from other programs similar in nature.  President Worosello said that we are a year away from 
doing anything.  He would charge the committee and it would start with him, Barbara 
Lambrecht and Cathy Williams and two others members form outside the board and officers.  
This committee would determine the criteria.  It will be a total program of excellence...not just 
marching or concert.    
 
 
Sheryl Bowhay presented her report regarding the Management of Website Content.   She 
stated that the Web Site was now the primary vehicle for communicating with the membership.  
In order to have the membership access the site, we (the board) must present new material 
and articles of interest that were normally disbursed through the newsletters could be 
presented on the web site throughout the year.   
 
However, the Newsletter should still serves a purpose in highlighting Pre-Midwest and Post 
Midwest information involving PBM members.  Sheryl presented a proposal for utilizing the 
web Site to make it more relevant to the membership. 
 

• Each Board Member is responsible to provide material for posting on the 
website. Material should promote and provide information about your portfolio 
or information that relates to it. 

• Website Committee is responsible for organizing, collecting, and vetting the 
material.  

• Committee members:  
• Past President, Newsletter Editor, Public Relations Chair 
• Gomez Design mounts the material in a consistent and professional manner 

 
Sheryl also pointed out the accomplishments of the website which included Information for Board 
Members Only, Forms and Documents, and new information posted to the Home Page. 
 
Older information could be archived for easy access by the membership. 
 
 
President Worosello closed the meeting with the following remarks:  “I would like to publicly 
thank the members of the International Board for their hard work and achievements. I would 
like to specifically acknowledge Mike Townsend who will be leaving the board after eight years 
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of service, recently heading Public Relations. I say service, where he chose to spend his time. 
Our fraternity is stronger because of his contributions and insights resulting from his 
participation.  
 
I would also like to acknowledge Keith Rudolph who has just been elected to the International 
Board for a three-year term. 

I would like to recognize Richard Crain, who was unable to be here for his International Hall of 
Fame induction last year and will be receiving it in a few minutes. Richard was for 32 years the 
Executive Secretary of Phi Beta Mu International and his service to our fraternity is without 
peer. 

I hope everyone will also help me thank Ken and Yuriko Murikami. This is our second “overseas” 
recognition, a truly “International” award. The Murikami’s founded Brain Music in 1976 and 
introduced North Americans to a wealth of Japanese composers through their subsidiary, Bravo 
Music. That recognition will immediately follow this meeting.” 

President Worosello said that sometimes an individual come along that goes far beyond what is 
asked and required of him. President Worosello called upon Past President Sheryl Bowhay to 
come forward to make an announcement.  

Sheryl told the membership that the Executive Board had created an award that would 
recognize those individuals that Paul Spoke of.  The award would recognize meritorious service 
above and beyond and that the first recipient would be Mike Townsend.  The award will be 
designed and sent to Mike as soon as it is completed.  

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 A.M. 

 


